Tips & Tricks
TOP TIP
Perfect router-cut dadoes
Hardwood plywood usually doesn’t match its nominal
thickness; it’s typically undersized between 1⁄64"
and 1⁄32". Therefore, when routing dadoes, a single
pass with a single bit is unlikely to yield a perfect fit.
(Even “undersized” panel bits sold for the purpose
may not exactly suit the thickness of your particular
stock.) To solve the problem, I’ve come up with a
two-spacer trick to rout perfectly sized dadoes.
All you need is a bit that’s a smaller diameter than
the desired dado width, a couple of scraps of wood,
and a straightedge fence to guide your router.
First, make a spacer that’s exactly the same thickness
as your bit diameter. To set up the cut, sandwich the
spacer between the fence and router base, and align
the bit with the dado layout line that is nearest the
fence. Secure the fence and rout your first pass. Next,
replace the spacer with a scrap strip of your plywood
stock, standing it on edge. Then make a second pass
with the same bit to create a dado of perfect width.
—Ryan Reese, New York, New York
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Share a Slick Tip. Win Cash or a Prize!
Here’s your chance to help someone become a better woodworker
and get rewarded for the eﬀort. Next issue’s Top Tip will receive a
Toughbuilt C470 Sawhorse/Jobsite Table, a C420 Sawhorse/Jobsite
Table, a Tape Measure Pouch, a Technician’s Pouch, 3 Fastener Bags,
and a 20" Massive Mouth Bag, for a total value of $250. Runners-up
will receive $125 for an illustrated tip; $75 for an unillustrated one.
Winning entries become the property of Woodcraft Magazine.
Send your original ideas to: Tips & Tricks, Woodcraft® Magazine,
P.O. Box 7020, Parkersburg, WV 26102-7020 or email editor@
woodcraftmagazine.com. Important: Please include your phone
number, as an editor will need to call you if
your tip or trick is considered for publication.
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Simple drawer stops
A while ago, I made some utility drawer cabinets
for my shop, using face frame construction
and wooden drawer slides. Unfortunately, I
sometimes found myself pulling the drawers out
too far and spilling their contents on the floor.
To prevent that nonsense, I drove a screw into
the upper rear corner of each drawer side so that
it would catch against the rear of the face frame
to serve as a stop that can easily be removed
when necessary. Not pretty, but effective. For
nice furniture of similar construction, you
could take a classier approach and use snug
fitting hardwood dowels or short lengths of
brass rod (available at hardware stores.)
—Bill Wells, Olympia, Washington
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Drilling Tiny Parts
I do a lot of miniature woodworking, and have
had to learn how to handle tiny workpieces. One
problem I regularly face is safely holding small
parts at the drill press. When they’re too
little to hold firmly in a vise or handscrew, I
simply press them firmly down onto a piece of
double-faced tape attached to a backup panel,
which holds the piece in place for drilling.
I use the same trick when I need to shape a
small piece on a disc sander or belt sander.
—Charles Mak, Calgary, Alberta, Canada
Illustrations: Chris Glowacki
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File a notch if one
doesn’t exist.

Thomas Flinn & Co.
Sheﬃeld Saw Manufacturers since 1923

A thing of beauty...
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Magnetic brad support
Holding small brads for hand-nailing can be a bruising
experience. In an effort to find something to keep my
fingers out of harm’s way, I started digging through my
miscellaneous hardware. When I came across an old
magnetic catch that had fallen apart, I knew I had found
the answer. In this type of common catch, the rectangular
magnet has notched corners, into which a brad can nestle
standing up. Holding the magnet instead of the brad
keeps your fingers safe during those first few hammer
taps. If you don’t have this type of catch on hand, you can
use any relatively thick magnet by filing a notch into it.
—Barry Goldwin, Springfield, Massachusetts
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logan diy picture
framing tools
SAND... JOIN... FINISH
Precision Sander Elite F200-2

DVD

Included

Manual wheel sander, accepting up
to 3½” of moulding, used to correct
miter cuts to a perfect 45 degree angle
vertically and horizontally.
Product Detail & Video Page...
www.tinyurl.com/F200-2

Studio Joiner F300-1

DVD

Included

Manual joiner used to drive v-nails into
wood frame joints. Uses either hard or
soft wood v-nails. Accepts moudling up
to 2½” wide.
Product Detail & Video Page...
www.tinyurl.com/LoganSJ

Dual Drive Elite F500-2

A Logan all time best seller! This repeat-firing
manual point driving tool uses strips of either
rigid or flexible points. All metal construction
with tension knob adjustment.
Product Detail & Video Page...
www.tinyurl.com/LoganDDE

800-331-6232

Make Your
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Frames
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